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NIGERIA COMMEMORATES HUMANITARIANS AND ALERTS CITIZENS TO THE
ALARMING EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

18 August 2021, Maiduguri— The 19th of August marks World Humanitarian Day
(WHD), a day that honors humanitarian aid workers all over the world. This year’s WHD
theme is climate change and the Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) is taking this
opportunity to remind everyone in Nigeria that we are no longer talking about the
possibility of a climate emergency, we are now living through it.
Last year, like every year, humanitarian organizations and workers helped people
affected by extreme weather-related events. In West and Central Africa, climate change
effects are felt in rising temperatures, droughts and floods that are affecting people’s
livelihood, shelter and physical and mental well-being.
“The climate emergency is a race that we cannot afford to lose,” said Edward Kallon,
Humanitarian Coordinator for Nigeria.
“Extreme stress, property loss and food/water scarcity contribute to community conflict
over resources, leading to increased incidences of community tensions and farmer-herder
violence in north-east Nigeria,” he continues.
Nigeria has experienced the highest number of fatalities from conflicts between farmers
and herders concentrated in the northwestern, Middle Belt, and more recently in southern
states.

Effects of climate change in the north-east and raising awareness
The impact of climate change has significantly increased in West and Central Africa over
the past 10 years with geographic concentrations in north-east Nigeria. Here, people
struggle to access to food and suffer from climatic shocks that are negatively affecting
food crops, driving up food prices. The economic decline has drastically reduced the
buying power of communities to secure even the basics.

Climate effects also strongly impact humanitarian access. Extreme weather resulting from
climate conditions can delay the delivery of life saving assistance and place humanitarian
workers at great risk. As climate patterns become more volatile, heavy rains result in
frequent flash floods, making it more difficult to mount a timely response. The security
situation in the north-east is still precarious with ongoing attacks on humanitarian assets,
infrastructure and personnel.
Climate hazards especially affect women and girls, who often bear a disproportionate
burden to provide for their families by going without food and other means of sustenance.
As droughts make water even more scarce, women and girls are forced to walk longer
distances to obtain potable water, increasing their exposure to sexual harassment and
assault as they travel to bring back these essentials.
“Time is already running out for millions of vulnerable people in the north-east, we need
to act now,” said Mr. Kallon. “Men, women and children who have who have contributed
least to this climate emergency are, sadly, the most affected.”
There will be several environmental/climate change events happening simultaneously
during WHD, as Borno, Adamawa and Yobe states will engage in tree planting, trash pickup in communities and open discussions on local radio on what actions people can take
to fight the effects of climate change. The UN and partners have also enlisted the support
of national climate change and environmental influencers to spread the message on
social media through interactive sessions.
Meaningful climate action is needed as climate change will continue to detrimentally affect
access to clean water, food, and other resources, resulting in adverse effects to the safety
and well-being of communities in the north-east BAY states. As we head rapidly towards
the end of the year, funding levels do no match the increasing needs—the Humanitarian
Response Plan remains only 33% funded—while the total ask is over USD1billion.
Fragile contexts, most affected
Climate is changing everywhere, but people living in fragile context are affected all the
more. Climate change and conflict are a toxic combination, causing mass displacement,
disrupting food production and food supply deliveries, increasing risks to diseases and
worsening already chronic malnutrition.
The climate crisis is a humanitarian crisis, and the humanitarian system has an important
role in the fight against the climate emergency. It must advocate for affected vulnerable
people and offer solutions to help anticipate specific climatic shocks, such as storms,
floods or droughts, and to mitigate their humanitarian impact. The crisis requires both
global and local action.
To address the increasing risks of living in a warmer world, we must become “climate
smart.” This could include taking anticipatory action ahead of a crisis, based on early
warnings. The Risk-informed Early Action Partnership (REAP), launched at the UN
Climate Action Summit in 2019, aims to make 1 billion people safer from disaster by 2025.
The partnership between climate, humanitarian and development communities will drive

a systemic shift towards acting earlier to reduce the impacts of disasters, mobilize
commitments and inspire action.
“We cannot afford to accept climate disasters as inevitable. We are in the most important
race of our lives. And, together, we can make meaningful changes to mitigate the effects
of climate change.” said Mr. Kallon.
END.
Editor’s note:
The UN and its humanitarian partners will be marking WHD through a series of activities
happening in Abuja and across BAY states on August 18-19, dates/times/locations will
be transmitted at state level through local networks.
Also, four young Nigerian global climate activists are taking over the UNOCHA Nigeria
Instagram page, @ocha_nigeria from August 16 – 19, to engage in conversations around
the impact of climate change on conflict-affected communities in north-east Nigeria
including Lake Chad. Radio stations in Borno, Adamawa and Yobe would also host
humanitarian discussion on climate change and the impact on food security in conflict
settings.
Nigeria Climate activists take over @ocha_Nigeria Instagram page, times and dates
are found on the abovemention IG page:
Adenike Titilope Oladosu
Adenike Titilope Oladosu is a Nigerian climate activist, eco-feminist, and the initiator of
the Fridays for Future movement in Nigeria. She specializes in inequality, security, and
peacebuilding across Africa, especially in the Lake Chad region.
She was recognized as one of the three young black activists in Africa trying to combat
climate change alongside Vanessa Nakate and Elizabeth Wathuti by Greenpeace UK for
the UK Black History Month and in December 2019, Oladosu attended the COP25
gathering in Spain as a Nigerian youth delegate where she gave a "moving address"
about climate change in Africa and how it affects lives.
In 2019, Oladosu was the recipient of the Ambassador of Conscience Award from
Amnesty International Nigeria and she spoke to world leaders at the UN youth climate
summit
She attended the 2019 Climate change conference in Madrid along with Greta Thunberg
where she drew the attention of world leaders towards the Nigerian and African climate
movements.
Abdullahi Murtala
Abdullahi Murtala is a reporter and researcher with Humangle Media. He writes on
climate, human security, and military trends in Nigeria and Lake Chad. Murtala is a
Climate Reality Leader trained by former US Vice President Al Gore. He is also a World
Economic Forum Global Shaper with the Abuja Hub where he serves as the Climate and

Environment Chair. He is also the founder of Goro Initiative, a non-profit for promoting
understanding of climate, peace, and security in Nigeria.
Olumide IDOWU
Olumide IDOWU is a Nigerian climate change champion and an alumnus of the
International Visitor Leadership Programme (IVLP) to the United State of America and
the Atlas Corps Fellow. Olumide is the co-founder of the International Climate Change
Development Initiative, a non-governmental institution that seeks to grow climate-smart
generations across Africa while addressing gaps in development. He is also the Youth
Focal Point in Nigeria for UNDP Small Grant Program, Youth Lead Author Global
Environmental Outlook (GEO6) & Communication Director for African Youth Initiative on
Climate Change.
'Seyifunmi Adebote
'Seyifunmi Adebote is one of Nigeria's leading environmental advocates and a vocal youth
representative in the area of climate change. He has respected Nigeria at several
international engagements including the United Nations General Assembly, Climate
Action Summit, and Conference of Parties. 'Seyi hosts the ClimateTalk Podcast where he
communicates Climate Change to over 10, 000 people monthly and remains committed
to helping young people get engaged in environmental action and in supporting climatesmart start-ups/industries across Africa.
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